
 

Technical Requirements for Rock the Arts Puppets 
 
Please let us know if your audience seating is raked so that we can discuss a setup that will allow puppeteers to 
remain hidden. If we are performing on risers lower ones are best as our stage height is 6 feet. With puppets 
performing above the stage we need 10 feet clearance from floor to ceiling.  
 
Estimated Schedule Requirements 
We are flexible of course with Festivals and load in times! If load in is day of performance we would appreciate 
approximately 2 hours before house opens for first show. We will do sound checks at this time as well as make sure 
our mic channels are not on the same channels as other performers at the festival (This happens more often than you 
would think). 
 
Load out can happen after meet and greet after last show and takes approximately 30 minutes. Our puppet stage can 
be moved in between shows so that the stage can be shared with other performers.  
 
Power 
We need power sources for our headset mics.  
 
Sound  
We have 2 of our own wireless headset mics that we will bring. We normally plug these into your sound system 
with XLR cables. We also have an iPad that we plug into your sound system. We set up the iPad behind our stage so 
that we can control all music cues throughout our show. We have a mini to ¼” Y splitter to go from the iPad to your 
sound system. We would request that a cable(s) be run from the soundboard to behind the stage that we can connect 
our two ¼” male connectors to. 
 
Lighting Requirements 
We require a general wash on our puppet stage.  
 
Stage Set up 
Please refer to the diagram below 
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